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In the years after World War I, the defeated and much-reduced German Army
developed new clothing and personal equipment that drew upon the lessons
learned in the trenches. In place of the wide variety of uniforms and insignia that
had been worn by the Imperial German Army, a standardized approach was
followed, culminating in the uniform items introduced in the 1930s as the Nazi
Party came to shape every aspect of German national life. The outbreak of war in
1939 prompted further adaptations and simplifications of uniforms and insignia,
while the increasing use of camouflaged items and the accelerated pace of
weapons development led to the appearance of new clothing and personal
equipment. Medals and awards increased in number as the war went on, with
grades being added for existing awards and new decorations introduced to reflect
battlefield feats. Specialists such as mountain troops, tank crews and combat
engineers were issued distinctive uniform items and kit, while the ever-expanding
variety of fronts on which the German Army fought – from the North African
desert to the Russian steppe – prompted the rapid development of clothing and
equipment for different climates and conditions. In addition, severe shortages of
raw materials and the demands of clothing and equipping an army that numbered
in the millions forced the simplification of many items and the increasing use of
substitute materials in their manufacture. In this fully illustrated book noted
authority Dr Stephen Bull examines the German Army's wide range of uniforms,
personal equipment, weapons, medals and awards, and offers a comprehensive
guide to the transformation that the German Army soldier underwent In the period
from September 1939 to May 1945.
The uniforms and equipment of the elite German Fallschirmjger is the subject of
this detailed, illustrated study. Authentic items smocks, dress tunics, boots,
insignia, helmets, visor caps, gloves, knee pads and more are shown in superb
color photos, in both multiple full-view, and detail shots. Unpublished World War
II era photos show uniforms and equipment being worn on a variety of war fronts.
Also included is a short chapter covering other Axis airborne including Italian and
Japanese gear.
Volume 5, Deep Maneuver: Historical Case Studies of Maneuver in Large-Scale
Combat Operations, presents eleven case studies from World War II through
Operation Iraqi Freedom focusing on deep maneuver in terms of time, space and
purpose. Deep operations require boldness and audacity, and yet carry an
element of risk of overextension - especially in light of the independent factors of
geography and weather that are ever-present. As a result, the case studies
address not only successes, but also failure and shortfalls that result when
conducting deep operations. The final two chapters address these considerations
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for future Deep Maneuver.
Each of Germany's World War II armed services could claim one unit which
earned a unique combat reputation, and which consequently was enlarged and
developed far beyond the size originally planned. Hermann Göring, commanderin-chief of the air force, was determined that his Luftwaffe should share the glory
of Germany's land conquests, and gave his name to a regimental combat group
of infantry and Flak artillery. This élite unit was steadily enlarged into a brigade,
then an armoured division, and finally into a two-division corps, fighting with
distinction in Tunisia, Sicily, Italy, and on the Russian Front. This concise history
is illustrated with rare personal photographs and eight colour plates, detailing the
very varied uniforms and special insignia of this crack formation.
This anthology discusses the converging operational issues of air base defense
and counterinsurgency. It explores the diverse challenges associated with
defending air assets and joint personnel in a counterinsurgency environment.
The authors are primarily Air Force officers from security forces, intelligence, and
the office of special investigations, but works are included from a US Air Force
pilot and a Canadian air force officer. The authors examine lessons from
Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan, and other conflicts as they relate to securing air
bases and sustaining air operations in a high-threat counterinsurgency
environment. The essays review the capabilities, doctrine, tactics, and training
needed in base defense operations and recommend ways in which to build a
strong, synchronized ground defense partnership with joint and combined forces.
The authors offer recommendations on the development of combat leaders with
the depth of knowledge, tactical and operational skill sets, and counterinsurgency
mind set necessary to be effective in the modern asymmetric battlefield.
The German Police were an essential arm of the Nazi regime; as soon as Hitler
achieved power the previous decentralized provincial system was unified into a
single state apparatus, integrated at the command levels with the SS. While it
may have been centrally controlled, it was still separated into a bewildering range
of different departments and functions, many with their own uniform distinctions.
This book offers a concise introduction to the organization, responsibilities,
uniforms and insignia of the various branches of this machinery of repression,
from Police generals to rural constables, transport policemen and factory
watchmen.
The German Stahlhelm is perhaps the most recognizable image of World War II.
Manufactured in its millions, it was used or copied by many countries. It is still
one of the most collected relics of the war; but despite its relative availability,
prices have reached levels that challenge collectors to protect themselves by
acquiring in-depth knowledge. This book, by a collector of 30 years' standing,
offers a detailed masterclass in the patterns, component parts and finishes of the
combat helmets used by the German Army, Navy and Air Force. It is illustrated
with a superb selection of rare period photos, colour photos of collected
examples, and striking colour paintings.
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"Multi-Domain Battle in the Southwest Pacific Theater of World War II" provides a
historical account of how US forces used synchronized operations in the air,
maritime, information, and land domains to defeat the Japanese Empire. This
work offers a historical case that illuminates current thinking about future
campaigns in which coordination among all domains will be critical for success.
This new book is a historical account of the 14th Waffen-SS Galicia Division (also
known as the 1st Ukrainian Division of the Ukrainian National Army). In
1943/1944 a determined group of young men and women in Galicia volunteered
to serve in a combat division destined for eastern front combat. Their goal: to
engage and destroy the Soviet hordes menacing their homeland and to counter
Nazi Germany's subjugation of their country. Although initially Galicia's
Volunteers would serve in a German sponsored military formation, in actuality the
volunteers of the Galicia division wanted to engage all hostile ideologies-both
from the east and west-in order to secure a free independent Ukraine. The
division's history is presented along with a human aspect of what the soldiers
endured during the brutal battles on the eastern front.
Illustrated with 60 maps, plans and diagrams Reconnaissance and counterreconnaissance are battlefield missions as old as military history itself and
missions for which many armies have created specialized units to perform. In
most cases, these units were trained, equipped, and used differently from the
majority of an army’s fighting units. Horse cavalry performed these missions for
centuries, for it had speed and mobility far in excess of main battle units. Once
the horse was replaced by mechanization, however, the mobility advantage once
enjoyed by the horse cavalry disappeared. Since the early 20th century, the
search for the proper mix of equipment, the proper organization, and the proper
employment of reconnaissance units has bedeviled armies around the world.
This survey uses a diverse variety of historical cases to illustrate the enduring
issues that surround the equipping, organizing, and employment of
reconnaissance units. It seems that these specialized units are either too heavily
or too lightly equipped and too narrowly specialized or too conventionally
organized. Pre-war reconnaissance doctrines tend to undergo significant change
once fighting begins, leading to post-conflict analysis that reconnaissance units
were “misused” in one way or another. McGrath ends his study with an intriguing
conclusion about the role that specialized reconnaissance units should have in
the future that may surprise many readers.
New perspective on the most famous campaign of the legendary Desert Fox
Details on the contributions and animosities of Rommel's subordinates Includes
accounts of Tobruk, Gazala, El Alamein, and other battles In Libya and Egypt in
1941 and 1942, German Field Marshal Erwin Rommel achieved immortality as
the Desert Fox, battling and usually defeating numerically superior enemies. Until
now, historians have generally overlooked the talented cast of characters who
supported Rommel during this campaign. Distinguished military historian Samuel
Mitcham recounts the battles of the Afrika Korps through the men who served
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Rommel as staff officers and commanders of divisions, regiments, and
battalions--soldiers like Ludwig Crüwell and Walter Nehring, two of World War II's
best panzer commanders, and Ernst-Günther Baade, who wore a kilt and carried
a broadsword into battle.
Dr. Joe Strange, Prof. of Military Strategy at the U.S. Marine Corps University,
has written this monograph on centers of gravity in an attempt to clarify one of
the most fundamental & frequently misunderstood concepts of campaign
planning. He contends that doctrine should retain the current concept of critical
vulnerabilities, but should return to the original Clausewitzian concept of centers
of gravity. His construct linking Centers of Gravity, Critical Capabilities, Critical
Requirements & Critical Vulnerabilities (i.e. vulnerable Critical Requirements)
provides Service & Joint Planners a logical & useful aid in designing plans to
protect friendly sources of power while facilitating the defeat of the enemy's
sources of strength.
"Perhaps to a greater extent than any other army, the German Armed Forces
employ military abbreviations on their maps and charts, on task force tables of
organization, on direction and location sign posts in combat zones, on field
orders, and, in short, in every case where abbreviations may possibly be used.
These abbreviations are often used in connection with military symbols (see
German Military Symbols, January 1943, Military Intelligence Service). A
thorough knowledge of both abbreviations and symbols is therefore essential to
military personnel engaged in the interpretation of captured documents."--Page 1.
"Derek Zumbro chronicles this key military campaign from a unique and fresh
perspective - that of the defeated German soldiers and civilians caught in the
final maelstrom of the war's western front." "Zumbro chronicles the relentless
assault on the Ruhr Pocket through German eyes, as the Allied juggernaut
battered the region's cities, villages, and homes into submission. He tells of
children pressed into service by a desperate Nazi regime - and of even more
desperate parents trying to save their sons from sacrifice at the eleventh hour.
He also tells of unspeakable conditions suffered by foreign laborers, POWs, and
political opponents in the Ruhr Valley and of the mass graves that gave Allied
soldiers a grisly new understanding of their enemy." "Zumbro also recounts the
story of Field Marshal Walter Model's final hours. His eventual suicide effectively
ended the existence of the Wehrmacht's once-formidable Army Group B after
being pursued, methodically encircled, and finally destroyed by U.S. and British
forces. Through interviews with surviving members of Model's former staff,
Zumbro has uncovered the attitudes of beleaguered officers that official records
could never convey." "Other interviews with former soldiers reveal the extent to
which Allied bombing contributed to the rapid deterioration of German combat
effectiveness and tell of civilians begging soldiers to abandon the war. Zumbro's
research reveals the identities of specific characters discussed in previous works
but never identified, describes the final hours of German officers executed for the
loss of the bridge at Remagen, and offers new insight into Model's acquiescence
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to Hitler in military affairs."--BOOK JACKET.
Volume IIB completes the Wehrmacht, and the German mobilisation and war-economy, in
1941. It includes the most detailed Orders of Battle ever published on the German Army
(Heer), Luftwaffe and Waffen SS (across the whole Reich) in June-July 1941. Even the
smallest and most obscure ground and air units are included, while the Luftwaffe OOBs include
details on aircraft types and strengths. Also scrutinised are: the personnel and equipment
assigned to combat-units in each army or reserve-force in all areas of the Reich; the ground
and air unit reinforcements as well as those newly mobilised; the military personnel and
equipment that became available in the Reich during 1941; the Replacement Army; the
mobilisation process and resources used; the available replacements and those sent east; the
logistical supply of the Wehrmacht (the varying Supply Distribution Efficiency); the
Kriegsmarine forces in the east; and the Wehrmacht killed, wounded, missing/POW, unfit and
recuperated casualties.
The Last 100 Yards: The Crucible of Close Combat in Large-Scale Combat Operations
presents thirteen historical case studies of close combat operations from World War I through
Operation Iraqi Freedom. This volume is a collection from the unique and deliberate
perspective of the last 100 yards of ground combat. In today's Army, there are few leaders who
have experienced multi-domain large-scale ground combat against a near-peer or peer enemy
first hand. This volume serves to augment military professionals' understanding of the realities
of large-scale ground combat operations through the experiences of those who lived it.
Presents revised and edited papers from a October 2010 conference held in Taipei on the
Chinese Air Force. The conference was jointly organized by Taiwan?s Council for Advanced
Policy Studies, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the U.S. National Defense
University, and the RAND Corporation. This books offers a complete picture of where the
Chinese air force is today, where it has come from, and most importantly, where it is headed.
Bind 1 (norske, danske og franske frivillige), bind 3 (sydeuropæiske frivillige) og bind 4
(østeuropæiske frivillige) findes under SYSnumrene hhv. 5088, 5099 og 5105.
This book offers an outstanding visual record of the history, uniforms and gear used by the
Kriegsmarine. Over 500 pages, 2600 photographs (most unpublished before) accompany the
clear, explanatory text.
The loss of the Philippines in 1942 was the worst defeat in American military history. General
Douglas MacArthur, the 'Lion of Luzon', was evacuated by order of the President just before
the fall, but he vowed to return, and in August 1944 he kept his word when he led what, at the
time, was the largest amphibious assault of the Pacific War on the island of Leyte. This is the
full story of that fateful battle, one of the most ferocious campaigns of World War II and one of
huge strategic and symbolic significance. In the face of stubborn Japanese resistance,
including the first systematic use of Kamikaze attacks, the US forces ground slowly forwards
before another amphibious assault took the vital position of Ormoc in the last decisive battle of
the campaign. Based on extensive research in the US Army's Military History Institute, along
with other archival and veteran sources, this important study sheds new light on the operation
that saw the US finally return to the Philippines and in doing so placed another nail firmly in the
coffin of the Japanese Empire.
Beginning in 1950, the Korean War was a defining moment for the UN and the entirety of the
early Cold War, widening the already monumental gulf between the east and west, capitalist
and communist. This supplement for Bolt Action expands the rules-set from its World War II
roots to this new, and truly modern, conflict. Bolt Action: Korea contains all the rules, Theatre
Lists, scenarios, and new and exciting units, never seen in Bolt Action before, to wargame this
turbulent period of world history.
On 28 September 1941, Hitler instituted a new, supreme class of the Knight's Cross decoration
for gallantry and leadership: the Oak-Leaves with Swords and Diamonds. This award would be
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served in the German armed forces. This title describes and illustrates all 28 of those men from
fighter aces and U-boat commanders, to the youngest generals in the Wehrmacht, and field
marshals in command of army groups – and including one officer for whom Hitler had to invent
a literally unique award that set him apart even among the 'Diamond-bearers'.
Designed to be the standard reference on Axis soldiers in World War II Covers troops from
Germany, Italy, and Japan Original photos from museums and private collections as well as
specially taken color photos of uniforms and equipment This first volume of Fighting Men of
World War IIoffers a comprehensive, full-color look at the clothing (such as boots, pants,
helmet, tunic, greatcoat, camouflage, and badges), equipment, weapons, vehicles, and rations
of Axis soldiers. Also included are popular items, such as lighters, that were carried by many
troops but were not standard issue. The accompanying text describes the items and also
compares them to those of other armies. The result is a complete picture of the daily life and
conditions of the fighting men of all countries. It is an essential reference work for all military
historians, collectors, and general readers. A second volume covering the Allies will be
published in Fall 2008.
AfrikakorpsArmy, Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine : Tropical Uniforms, Insignia & Equipment of the
German Soldier in World War II, Including Special Sections on the Tropical Waffen-SSSchiffer
Publishing
An indispensable guide for historians, collectors and military modelers, this book finally
resolves the confusion surrounding many of the many World War II Wehrmacht (both Army
and Luftwaffe) patterns and garments and establishes a complete and concise system of
identification and terminology. A comparative section with post-war fabrications is added as a
tool for authentication. More than ten different camouflage patterns are covered, including the
super rare carbon overprint and Leibermuster. Authentic zeltbahns, helmet covers, caps,
smocks, winter clothing, anti-gas outfits, body aprons, tents and more are shown in over 580
full color, and contemporary black and white photographs (most published here for the first
time).
The ultimate visual guide for collectors of World War II German tropical uniforms! Using actual
items from top Afrikakorps collections tunics, headgear, insignia, documents, field gear as well
as many World War II era photographs, this book covers it all in beautiful color. From mint
issue items, to rare sun-bleached tunics and caps, the wide variety of tropical uniforms used by
the Army, Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine and Waffen-SS are illustrated in superb large format
photography, including up-close detail.
Operation Barbarossa: Volume IIA concerns the Wehrmacht. All the significant German
weapon systems and combat squads used in the campaign are analysed using the quantitative
methodology detailed in Volume I, along with the contextual history. An assessment of each
weapon system's inherent 'combat power' is provided, as well as attributes such as the relative
anti-tank, anti-personnel and anti-aircraft values. Volume IIA then focuses on the detailed
Kriegstarkenachweisungen (KStN, or TOE) for German land units (including those in the
West), as well as the unit's actual organisation and equipment. All significant units in the
German Army (Heer), Waffen SS, Luftwaffe and security forces are included; ranging from the
largest panzer divisions, down to small anti-aircraft companies, military-police units,
Landesschutzen battalions, and rail-road and construction companies. In all cases the data is
presented in detailed tables, using the weapon systems and combat squads previously
analysed.
Revised and expanded for Bolt Action 2nd Edition, this book provides players with all of the
information they need to command Germany's military might. Detailed unit options and theatre
selectors allow players to build armies for any of Germany's campaigns, from the Blitzkrieg
against Poland and France, through North Africa and the Eastern Front, to the fall of Normandy
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Scouts Out is the definitive account of German armored reconnaissance in World War
II, essential for historians, armor buffs, collectors, modelers, and wargamers. The first
extensive treatment of the subject in English, it features: • Profiles of the armored
reconnaissance vehicles that performed vital functions for the Third Reich's war
machine • Capsule histories of the reconnaissance elements of panzer and
mechanized infantry divisions, including those of the Waffen-SS and Luftwaffe •
Firsthand accounts from reconnaissance soldiers • Hundreds of photos, the majority of
which have never been published before • Color illustrations of uniforms and insignia
Among students of military history, the genius of Field Marshal Erich von Manstein
(1887–1973) is respected perhaps more than that of any other World War II soldier. He
displayed his strategic brilliance in such campaigns as the invasion of Poland, the
Blitzkrieg of France, the sieges of Sevastopol, Leningrad, and Stalingrad, and the
battles of Kharkov and Kursk. Manstein also stands as one of the war's most enigmatic
and controversial figures. To some, he was a leading proponent of the Nazi regime and
a symbol of the moral corruption of the Wehrmacht. Yet he also disobeyed Hitler, who
dismissed his leading Field Marshal over this incident, and has been suspected by
some of conspiring against the Führer. Sentenced to eighteen years by a British war
tribunal at Hamburg in 1949, Manstein was released in 1953 and went on to advise the
West German government in founding its new army within NATO. Military historian and
strategist Mungo Melvin combines his research in German military archives and
battlefield records with unprecedented access to family archives to get to the truth of
Manstein's life and deliver this definitive biography of the man and his career.
The soldiers fighting in the deserts of North Africa did not fight on a black & white
canvas - the war was in color! This book, for the first time ever in print, presents a
pictorial chronology of the campaign in Africa and the Deutschen Afrikakorps (DAK) the German Afrikakorps - the way the soldiers themselves experienced it--the way they
lived it: in color. It offers more than 150 photographs derived from what at that time,
was revolutionary original color slide film. These pictures portray the leaders, men and
equipment of the Afrikakorps from the arrival of its first units in Tripoli, Tunisia through
its astounding advance across the Libyan Desert to Egypt and its eventual withdrawal
back to Tunisia after the bitter, lost struggle with the British at El Alamein. Heavy
artillery in position, antitank guns firing missions, cooks making noodles; Panzers on
the move, aircraft, weapons and equipment - glimpses into the everyday existence of
the Afrikakorps soldier in the wastes of the Libyan Desert and the rugged terrain of
Tunisia - all of these are here in the original quality color - with many detailed captions.
This book offers an entirely new view of the war in Africa that will prove a useful
reference for veterans, historians, military modelers, re-enactors and militaria collectors
alike. As an added bonus, the final section includes color photos of the subsequent
events in Sicily and Southern Italy. A brief glossary is also included. This is how the war
in Africa was really fought: in color!
For German military document collectors this volume has a treasure trove of rare
Afrikakorps related award documents, propaganda leaflets, Soldbuchs, Wehrpass and
Remembrance/Death cards. Among the many rare documents you will see both Allied
and German/Italian propaganda leaflets, Afrikakorps field newspapers, and two fieldmade newsletters associated with the Sonderverband 288 unit. We have also
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The Encyclopedia of 3rd Reich Tableware is an enhanced, expanded and heavily
illustrated reference book containing extensive historical exposition related to the broad
range of personal (monogramed), organizational (logos) and commemorative tableware
of the 3rd Reich from the Period of Struggle in the early 1920's to its demise in 1945.
This tableware was used by the people and organizations that were the 3rd Reich.
From private service's such as Hitler's, (34 pages), Eva Braun, Speer, Hess, etc. to
organizations such as the SS (106 pages), Red Cross, Hitler Youth, German Railway
(34 pages), the Wehrmacht (110 pages), Party Hotels and commemoratives such as
the U-47 submarine, all are included. This book contains over 880 photos / graphics
and over 80,000 words of text. The unique aspect of 3rd Reich tableware is that you
can hold in your hand a piece of history that was held in the hand of the original history
maker. This is an academic inquiry, a disinterested pursuit of truth, an effort to
document this intriguing collectors corner and an obvious must for collectors, historians,
educators and WWII buffs. In addition, it uncovers little know facts that illuminate the
individuals and organizations included.
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